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Abstract: Computing clouds have emerged as the platform of preference for the deployment and execution of 

medical workflows. Due to the uncertainty and unpredictability of medical exploration, clinical workflows cannot be 

completely exact at the modeling stage. Consequentlyit is of exquisite significance so one can discover actual 

workflows from the execution records (event logs) with the intention to reproduce experimental outcomes and to 

establish provenance. However, most of the existing mining technique’s cognizance on coming across facts goes 

with the flow-oriented business strategies in centralized surroundings, hence, they may be typically inapplicable to 

coming across facts glide-oriented, unstructured clinical workflows indistributed cloud environments. In this 

paper, we present SWMaaS (Scientific Workflow Mining as a Service) to guide each intra-cloud and inter-cloud 

clinical workflow mining. The method is carried out as a ProM plug-in and is evaluated on event logs derived from 

real-world medical workflows. Through experimental results, we display the effectiveness and performance of our 

approach. 

Keywords: Event Log, Scientific Workflow, Inter-Cloud, Workflow Mining, Direct Precedence. 

 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Logical figuring has entered another era of huge scale 

sharing given the cyber infrastructure such as cloud. 

Logical work processes have as of late risen as another 

worldview for definitive portrayal of logical 

applications as mind boggling structures of 

programming parts and the dataflow among them [1]. 

Current logical work process administration 

frameworks, for example, Pegasus [2], Kepler [3], 

Taverna [4], VisTrails [5] and VIEW [6], encourage 

the definition and execution of logical work processes. 

In any case, it is frequently difficult to make and keep 

up logical work processes. In numerous controls, 

singular work processes are huge because of the 

expansive amounts of information utilized. In [7] three 

phases in the making of work processes are proposed 

to empower the administration of the multifaceted 

nature of work process creation by making the 

procedure more particular, however making logical 

work processes remain a test to space researchers, and 

refreshing logical work processes is additionally a test 

as the work processes can continue advancing when 

they are utilized by area researchers. In this context 

rises the importance of metadata. Here we introduce 

Provenance, which is an important category of 

metadata that tracks the steps used to derive the data 

from their origins to their current state. Provenance, in 

logical work process group, alludes to the sources of 

data, including substances and procedures, engaged 

with creating or conveying a relic. Provenance is 

imperative for researchers to evaluate information 

quality, approve comes about, repeat tests, thusly 

provenance catch turns into a critical logical work 

process investigate zone. Numerous current logical 

work process administration frameworks, for example, 

Taverna, Kepler and Pegasus, catch provenance data 

certainly in an occasion log that records occasions 

identified with the begin and end of specific strides in 

the work process execution and the comparing 

information read and compose occasions. Provenance 

frameworks above are firmly combined with their 

logical work process administration frameworks, while 

the VisTrails provenance innovation [5] and 

foundation are general to empower framework level 

observing and pertinent to an extensive variety of uses 

that include complex computational procedures. 

 

 

 
Figure 1. Mining provenance 
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A. This paper 

 

One of the significant points of interest of the general 

approach is that clients will have the capacity to use 

provenance utilizing similar applications and 

situations that they are utilized to. Provenance is 

additionally contended in [8] as top notch information 

in the cloud. We trust that total provenance 

arrangements will utilize a mix of framework level 

checking and work process based frameworks. Late 

endeavors from logical work process group [5] [9] 

[10] [11] [8] [12] [13] going for vast scale catching of 

provenance show another open door for building 

logical work process utilizing provenance. Caught 

provenance of a solitary logical analysis may originate 

from executing existing logical work processes, or 

executing provenance empowered applications. 

Additionally, before making logical work processes, 

the provenance must be caught from provenance 

empowered applications. This paper goes for noting an 

inquiry: Can we gain from provenance to fabricate 

logical work processes? A few analysts have examined 

how to incorporate a procedure display from occasion 

logs [14] [15] [16]. 

 

The examination territory of process mining focuses 

on extricating data about procedures by looking at 

occasion logs. Functional experience has demonstrated 

that run of the mill data recorded in occasion logs 

incorporates data about which exercises are 

performed, at what time, by whom and with regards to 

which case (i.e., process case) [14]. By unequivocally 

utilizing the case setting, process disclosure 

calculations are equipped for building process models 

that precisely depict the procedure [15]. Since both 

occasion logs and provenance contain process data, a 

given logical work process might be executed various 

circumstances [17] in this manner making numerous 

work process execution examples. Logical trials are 

exploratory in nature in this way change are the 

standard. Subsequently, mining forms from logical 

work processes is profoundly significant. Provenance 

does not record control streams related no information 

streams; we are keen on building logical work 

processes by joining information streams from 

provenance and control streams mined from 

provenance. Our work gives another bearing in 

utilizing caught provenance. This paper exhibits a 

strategy utilizing process mining in light of 

provenance to make and break down logical work 

processes. Figure 1 demonstrates an abnormal state 

perspective of the setting to mine provenance. 

Applying process mining with regards to logical work 

process needs to address the accompanying issues. In 

this paper we center on control stream mining, and 

examine other two issues in Section IV.

 
Figure 2. Overview of the method 

 

1) Control stream mining: To mine control streams 

from provenance, we have to extricate data and to 

introduce it in the configuration adequate to existing 

procedure mining instruments. We likewise need to 

choose suitable process disclosure calculations relying 

upon the setting of logical work processes.  

 

2) Information reliance: Data reliance contained in 

provenance can add to process digging for enhancing 

the mining comes about. It is basic to upgrade the 

current control stream based process mining 

calculations with information stream abilities. 

 

3) Incremental mining: Given a logical work process 

layout [7], researchers need to calibrate it for 

commonly, which makes refreshing expansive logical 

work processes a test for researchers. Mining starting 

with no outside help is neither productive for vast 

scale logical work processes nor viable to address 

existing logical work process layouts. Incremental 

mining can use the data in existing logical work 

process layouts to make mining more proficient and 

successful. 

 

EXISTING SYSTEM 

Process mining techniques focus on discovering 

control flow-oriented business processes in a 

centralized environment, thus, they are mostly 

inapplicable to discovering data flow-oriented, 

unstructured scientific workflows in distributed cloud 

environments. 

 

Existing system uses the state of- the-art –algorithm, 

where an intra-cloud scientific workflow mining 

approach is presented based on direct precedence 

relations between events in the log. The approach 

guarantees that given any scientific workflow W, a 

trace equivalent scientific workflow can be extracted 

from partial event log of W. 
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The drawback with the current workflow scheduling 

with these concerns is the typical optimization 

problem which is proved to be NP-hard. So far, a great 

deal of work utilizes heuristics and advanced artificial 

intelligence algorithms to address this issue. 

 

PROPOSED SYSTEM 

We present SWMaaS (Scientific Workflow Mining as 

a Service) to support both intra-cloud and inter-cloud 

scientific workflow mining. The approach is 

implemented as a ProM plug-in and is evaluated on 

event logs derived from real-world scientific 

workflows. Through experimental results, we 

demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of our 

approach. 

 

We propose to use scientific workflow mining 

algorithm, which utilizes SWMC to perform extensive 

experiments on event logs of real-world scientific 

workflows to evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency 

of our approach in practice. 

 

We utilize SWMC to perform extensive experiments 

on event logs of real-world scientific workflows to 

evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of our 

approach in practice. Scientific workflows in cloud 

environments can be deployed and executed on a 

central cloud or multi-clouds. If workflows have loose 

deadlines, they can be executed in one cloud (e.g., a 

PM) in order to reduce cost and energy consumption. 

For the sake of efficiency, scientific workflows are 

usually scheduled and executed in multiple cloud 

platforms, i.e., distributed PMs. In this paper, we will 

discuss how to mine scientific workflows in both 

situations. 

Without loss of generality, we first assume that the 

event log of a scientific workflow is available in a 

centralized PM. While workflows can be mined from 

event logs, the mining results rely heavily on the 

completeness of event logs. First of all, global 

completeness is introduced. 

Scientific workflows in cloud environments can be 

deployed and executed on a central cloud or multi-

clouds. If workflows have loose deadlines, they can be 

executed in one cloud (e.g., a PM) in order to reduce 

cost and energy consumption. For the sake of 

efficiency, scientific workflows are usually scheduled 

and executed in multiple cloud platforms. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
 

 

Fig. 2.1 Interaction between sub workflows 

 

Following is the multi tier design diagram of the 

proposed system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.2 Multi tier Design of the proposed system 

 

II. METHOD TO BUILD SCIENTIFIC 

WORKFLOWS FROMPROVENANCE 

 

Figure 1 demonstrates an abnormal state perspective 

of the setting to mine provenance, to construct and 

refresh logical work processes. We embrace the test 

work process from the third Provenance Challenge as 

a running case (http://www.myexperiment.org/work 

processes/750),which contains both control stream and 

information stream. Since there is no open provenance 

archive accessible, this paper creates provenance by 

running the illustration logical work process. 

Accordingly, aftereffects of the strategy in this paper 

can be contrasted and the current logical work process. 
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Note that the technique can be connected to 

provenance produced from the two sources in Figure 

1: logical work processes based frameworks and 

framework level observing. Figure 2 demonstrates an 

abnormal state perspective of the technique exhibited 

and assessed in this paper. 

 

A. Building Scientific Workflows through Process 

Discovery 

 

1) Utilizing the Fuzzy Miner: The fluffy mineworker 

[16] accept that issues in mining expansive scale forms 

are caused by befuddle between principal suspicions 

of customary process mining, and the attributes of 

genuine procedures. Fluffy mineworker built up a 

versatile rearrangements and representation strategy 

for process models, which depends on two 

measurements, essentialness and connection. The two 

measurements are like the idea of information 

bunching area where a twofold separation metric is 

gathered to discover related subsets of properties. With 

regards to logical work processes, centrality, which 

can be resolved both for assignments and priority 

relations over them, quantifies the relative significance 

of conduct. All things considered, it indicates the level 

of intrigue we have in assignments and their control 

reliance. 

 

 
Figure 3. Fuzzy Mining Result - 1 

 

Connection is pertinent for priority relations over 

errands, which measures how firmly related two 

occasions tailing each other is. As logical work 

processes are normally rapidly developing, change can 

be made to the illustration work process a few times, 

including the exercises and information. Utilizing the 

fluffy mineworker, a work process can be mined to 

give a dynamic perspective of what does not change, 

which offers knowledge of advancing work processes. 

For the running illustration, we run it for 10 times, at 

that point evacuate ReadCSVReadyFile and run it for 

10 times once more, after that we fix expelling 

ReadCSVReadyFile, expel 

IsMatchCSVFileTablesalso, run it for 10 times. 

Utilizing XESame provenance can be changed to a 

XES record, in view of which the fluffy mineworker 

can be connected. Figure 3 demonstrates a subsequent 

model in which there is each errand however 

IsMatchCSVFileTables, when hugeness cutoff is 

expanded to 0.392, as Figure 4, ReadCSVReadyFile 

vanished with the goal that the unaltered part is 

appeared, which can be the key piece of the entire 

work process. In addition, by double tapping "Group 

14" that contains 2 components, the undertakings with 

low importance are appeared, which in our setting is 

the evolving errands. As Figure 5 appears, there is a 

procedure demonstrate related with low hugeness 

undertakings, which precisely matches the first work 

process display in the running illustration. 

 

 
Figure 4. Fuzzy Mining Result - 2 

 

Along these lines, on the off chance that there is 

provenance from either work process based 

frameworks or nonworkflow frameworks that 

incorporate errands researchers play out, a logical 

work process can be fabricated consequently at 

various theoretical level by utilizing the fluffy 

mineworker. 2) Using the Alpha Miner: The alpha 

digger [15] expect the fulfillment of direct progression 

(DS) with the end goal that "if two changes can take 

after each other specifically, at that point this has 

happened at any rate once in the log", yet it may not be 

the situation as a general rule, the alpha excavator 

enable clients to alter log relations physically to offer 

more data about direct progression, as appeared in 

Figure 6. For vast measure of occasions, physically 

including log relations can be unthinkable. In logical 

work processes setting, provenance contains 

information conditions that infer coordinate 

progression in time arrange, information conditions 

can some way or another be considered in the alpha 

digger in this way making it nearer to fulfillment of 

direct progression. We talk about further about 

information conditions in Section IV. 3) Using the 
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Genetic Miner: The hereditary digger [18] is a control 

flow procedure mining calculation that can find all the 

normal control-stream structures (i.e. successions, 

decisions, parallelism, circles and sans non decisions, 

imperceptible errands and copy undertakings) while 

being powerful to uproarious logs. The hereditary 

digger has more troubles to mine models with builds 

that consider numerous interleaving circumstances. 

 
Figure 5. Fuzzy Mining Result - 3 

 

Figure 7 demonstrates the consequence of the 

hereditary digger on the running illustration. 

Hereditary mineworker effectively get a sans non 

decisions build, for example, both 

IsMatchTableRowCount and IsMatchTable Column 

Ranges rely upon UpdateComputedColumns while 

IsMatchTableRowCount relies upon others also that 

implies blend of decision and synchronization. It 

additionally effectively proposes the reliance amongst 

IsMatchTableRowCount and IsMatchTableColumn 

Ranges that is a control connect in the running case. 

The outcomes additionally give a reasonable 

perspective of frequency by commenting on numbers 

on every occasion and bend, where numbers in 

occasion boxes mean how often the occasions occur in 

the occasion logs, and numbers on curves mean how 

often the two occasions straightforwardly succeed 

each other.  

 

4) Utilizing the Heuristic Miner: The heuristics Miner 

[19] is a functional appropriate mining calculation that 

can manage clamor, and can be utilized to express the 

primary conduct (i.e. not all points of interest and 

special cases) enlisted in an occasion log. It 

incorporates three stages: (1) the development of the 

reliance chart, (2) for every movement, the 

development of the info and yield articulations and (3) 

the scan for long separation reliance relations. Figure 

8demonstrates the consequence of heuristics 

mineworker on the running case. 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Alpha Mining Result 

 

 
Figure 7. Genetic Mining Result 

 

 
 

Figure 8. Heuristic Mining Result 

 

In spite of the fact that IsMatchCSVFileTables does 

not specifically succeed ReadCSVReadyFile in 

occasion logs, heuristics digger effectively 

recommends their reliance with dependability 0.833 

and it happens 5 times in occasion logs considering 

long separation reliance relations. This is especially 
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valuable with regards to logical work processes, 

similarly as the running illustration, numerous logical 

work processes have different errands even many 

undertakings planned for parallel, not each parallel 

assignment succeed the reliant undertaking 

straightforwardly in provenance, along these lines, 

long separation reliance revelation is particularly 

imperative with regards to logical work processes. 

 

B. Analyzing Scientific Workflows Using LTL 

Checking 

 

The span of provenance is developing expansive 

rapidly, Linear Temporal Logical (LTL) checking is 

an awesome device to help researchers finding Figure 

9. LTL Checking Example and twofold checking 

fleeting properties of provenance. As appeared in 

Figure 9, we can without much of a stretch check 

whether ReadCSVFileColumnNames in the long run 

happens when IsExistsCSVFile happens; it is valid for 

27 cases while false for 4 occurrences, for additional 

data, the particular work process run can be alluded to 

as per work process run identifier. 

 

III. RELATED WORKS 

 

The distributed computing and different advancements 

are changing the way we make, offer and utilize data, 

which offers incredible advantages yet in addition 

opens us to genuine new issues. Cheney et al. [20] 

trust that provenance will assume a fundamental part 

in this insurgency, giving information uprightness, 

dependability, validness, and accessibility, while 

offering potential advantages to data recovery, 

coordinated effort, and logical calculation. Zhao et al. 

[12] address the inquiries from the provenance 

challenge workshop, for example, semantic thinking 

which uncovered the certain connections between 

provenance, e.g. the verifiable connections between 

provenance of concentrate any piece of a human's 

body including chest, legs, arms and so forth. A 

reflection over the provenance data is exhibited by two 

means: one is the clients' predefined comments that 

draw an interpretative connection amongst errands, 

and the other is the composed perspectives that stow 

away or uncover the execution subtle elements of an 

emphasis or a settled run, or the information ancestry 

of a gathering and its components. Different works, for 

example, [10], [21] and [22] likewise address the 

inquiries from the provenance challenge workshop; 

however don't manage mining forms from provenance. 

 

IV. DISCUSSION 

 

A. Results of different process discovery algorithms 

Segment II-A presents aftereffects of four distinctive 

process disclosure calculations on the running 

illustration. Table I examines the outcomes with 

regards to logical work processes. Note that the 

consequence of every mineworker is right in light of 

given provenance, however giving diverse 

perspectives of the provenance. It is discovered that 

the aftereffect of the fluffy digger is nearest to the first 

logical work process in the running case. Segment IV-

C examines a conceivable method to enhance the 

outcomes in Table I. 

 

B. Number of Traces in Provenance 

As Figure 2 appears, this paper utilizes provenance 

from logical work process administration frameworks. 

An inquiry that present apparatuses cannot address is 

how frequently should the logical work process be 

rush to get enough follows. There ought to be a settled 

points after that no more priority relations to be found 

even given extra provenance. This paper physically 

discovers a point after that the mined outcomes don't 

change essentially with extra provenance. 

 

C. Build Scientific Workflows using Data 

DependencyLogical work processes incorporate 

information reliance and control reliance, provenance 

gives information reliance other than transient 

groupings. The technique gave in this paper just uses 

the transient groupings of assignments in provenance 

to mine reliance among undertakings. Information 

reliance can add to process digging for enhancing the 

mining result, however process mining and its current 

instruments don't acknowledge express information 

reliance as source. Since provenance gives information 

reliance, we can get causality connection from 

information reliance, which complements the causality 

connection separated from the priority of undertakings 

[23]. 

 

D. Incremental Scientific Workflow Mining 

Logical critical thinking is a developing procedure. 

Researchers begin with an arrangement of inquiries at 

that point watch wonder, assemble information, create 

speculations, perform tests, nullify or alter 

speculations, emphasize the procedure with different 

information, lastly think of another arrangement of 

inquiries, hypotheses, or laws. Frequently before this 

procedure can end in comes about, researchers will 

adjust the investigations, experiencing numerous 

cycles with various parameters [9]. Refreshing logical 

work processes is consequently a test for researchers. 

We accept with previous logical work process format, 

made either physically or naturally through mining, we 

can apply process mining to refresh it in view of new 

provenance acquired from either work process based 

frameworks or non-work process frameworks. We are 
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dealing with incremental logical work process mining. 

Incremental mining can use the data in existing logical 

work process formats to make digging more 

productive for substantial scale logical work processes 

and more compelling for tending to existing logical 

work process layouts. 

In this project scientific workflow mining technique is 

used to get the work flow of user by collecting the 

event logs. It will collect the tasks which are done by 

user and manager and give that result to admin. By 

using scientific workflow mining only admin can 

know user and manager activities. 

 

E. Visualization of Provenance 

Provenance is ordinarily imagined as a chart; 

nonetheless, the diagram of an expansive scale work 

process usually surpasses an outwardly reasonable 

size. There can be two ways to deal with address it. To 

begin with, provenance questions can be utilized to 

center around part of provenance. Second, the 

deliberation of these mind boggling diagrams can be 

given to give an abnormal state perspective of the 

provenance. In any case, it is hard to compose 

provenance inquiry proclamations, and deliberation 

does not give points of interest for route of the entire 

provenance. The strategy in this paper might be 

connected to enhance route of gathered provenance, by 

giving a zoom capable view. Moreover, the unaltered 

part and changed piece of an advancing work process 

can be featured. Another advantage of the technique in 

this paper as far as representation is discovering 

relations in communitarian work situations to help 

understanding the starting point of information. For 

instance, a few work processes share the entrance to 

similar information item; the technique in this paper 

may discover the connection and picture it. 

 

V. RESULTS 

 

 
Figure10. Home Page 

 

 
Figure 11: Email Login for Users 

 

 
Figure 12: Message Sending Through Email 

 

 

Figure 13: Manager Details 

 

Figure 14. Adding Fashion Items for Users 
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Figure 15. Fashion Items display to Users 

 

Figure 16. Order Placed by the user 

 

Figure 17. Updating Order by the Manager 

 

Figure 18. Items Ordered Status 

 

 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 

This paper gives a technique utilizing process mining 

to fabricate and break down logical work processes, 

which offers another way to deal with assemble 

substantial scale work processes with regards to 

logical work processes. Late endeavors from logical 

work process group on catching provenance introduce 

another open door for utilizing provenance. This paper 

displays a technique utilizing process mining in light 

of provenance to manufacture and dissect logical work 

processes, which gives another heading in utilizing 

caught provenance. Given the way that provenance 

caught in any logical work process based frameworks 

or framework level checking frameworks contains data 

about errands and their fleeting request, there is 

dependably an approach to make an interpretation of 

the provenance to XES design adequate to process 

mining devices, the technique gave in this paper can 

be connected to any logical work process 

administration frameworks. 
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